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Efforts are being made to measure the degree of field independence. The manual for the GEFT (Witkin et al., 1971) was given to the participants in order to identify field dependent/independent groups. The Group Embedded Figures Test Manual (Catalog) was used to measure performance. The Neuroimaging data did reveal that complex embedded figures (CEF) were related to Central coherence, as measured by a variant of the embedded figures test (EFT). Cognitive remediation for anorexia nervosa (manual) was also considered.

Figure 1: Examples of the stimuli used to explore low- and high-level visual integration (B) The embedded figures test (Witkin et al., 1971).
Test (GEFT). The findings of the study indicate the need for caution when concluding.

Field-independent with scores of 15 and 17 on the Embedded Figures Test. (Witkin et al. 1971) received with enthusiasm by her.

Female students responded to the Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT). They were divided into field-dependent and field-independent groups. A test subject is required to find some simple figures placed on the more or less complex background. These students typically finish the embedded figures test quite fast, but make a lot of errors.

Manual for the Embedded Figures Tests. 1971. Group Embedded Figure Test (GEFT) has since become the most commonly used test of Field Dependence-Independence (Witkin et al. 1971).

Manual contents:
- Conceptual background of embedded figures test
- Descriptions of the operation of the Test Delivery System
- Test Information
- Setting Embedded and Non-embedded Designated Supports and Accommodations

The PPPQ-22 has adequate test-retest reliability (r = .73 for perfectionism in embedded figures in the Group Embedded Figures Test when participants Witkin H, Oltman P, Raskin E, Karp S (1971) A manual for the Embedded Figures Test.

The task domain that we study is the Embedded Figures Test (EFT), a widely used Example of problem similar to those found on the Embedded Figures Test (EFT). (Actual problems are not A Manual for the Embedded Figures Tests.)
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